Intelligence for Cloud Migration

Get the fastest, automated and agentless discovery and service dependency mapping solution available.

Welcome to Your IT Universe. Welcome to iQCloud.
iQCloud reduces the risks, cost and manual effort that can strip your digital advantage as you migrate to the cloud. We provide you with relevant insight across the entire enterprise—from on-premises to virtual or clustered apps, as well as into resources that are in private or public networks—within the first hour of onboarding.

Scalable and Secure architecture
iQCloud is designed to scale for the needs of the large enterprise with tens of thousands of servers running across physical, virtual and cloud infrastructure.

Agentless, Automated Discovery
iQCloud provides a fast, simple and thorough user interface. The distributed architecture allows one or more iQCloud appliances to be configured in your network.

iQCloud brings unprecedented clarity to complex, hybrid, and multi-cloud IT estates. iQCloud automatically maps your business services and interdependencies across legacy, private and public cloud environments so you can define your right mix for cloud and make a smarter cloud journey.

iQCloud gives you what you need, even if you’re starting at zero.

Zero Time to Waste
Get actionable results in an hour.

Zero Knowledge to Begin
Automatically map your legacy, virtual and cloud IT estate.

Zero Footprint on the Data Center
It’s a SaaS solution.

Zero CMDB Deployment Needed
Migrate data wherever you want.
iQCloud doesn’t stop once you start moving to the cloud. It’s designed to provide the information you need to make the best decisions before, during and after migration. It automatically discovers and maps services for dynamic applications in the hybrid estate to reduce the risks, cost and manual effort that can devour your digital advantage.

It’s exactly what you need to keep your right mix delivering the agility and innovative services you need throughout the ongoing process of continuous improvement. Eliminate risk of work stoppage, slowdowns or cost overrun with a smarter perspective.

**See It All**
Get details for infrastructure, servers, applications, containers and virtual machines.

**Map to Success**
Start with low-complexity and high-value services and move to more complex activities.

**Deliver Results**
Use the service map to determine potentials for speed and cost savings.

**Prove Value**
Use the facts and insight from iQuate to document your success for the business and your customers.

>> Get your free trial today by visiting iQuate.com